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Abstract 

Data integration is a process of retrieving, merging and storing of data originated in 
heterogeneous sources of data.  The main problem facing the data integration is the structural and 
semantic heterogeneity of participating data. 

A concern of research communities in computer sciences is the development of semi-automatic 
tools to assist the user in an effective way in the data integration processes. 

This paper introduces a programming language called MONIL, as an alternative to integrate data 
by means of design, storage and program execution.  MONIL is based on the use of meta-data, 
conversion functions, a meta-model of integration and a scheme of integration suggestions.  MONIL 
offers to the user a dedicated work environment with built-in semi-automatic tools supporting the 
integration process in three stages. 
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1.  Introduction: Data integration 

Globalization establishes technologies and new parameters for the required information to make 
decisions. To satisfy the requirements of the users, with the current information that arises from 
heterogeneous sources, has led the researchers in computer sciences to develop effective tools to get and 
manage the information they need.  The handling of information originated at heterogeneous sources 
presents a complex task: data integration. 

Data integration (DI) can be defined as “retrieval and merging of data originated at heterogeneous 
sources to be stored at a selected target”.  

Figure 1.1 shows a data integration system ([1], [2], [3]), and it is defined in terms of two elements: 
wrappers and mediators. Wrappers, or the extractors, are the elements in charge of retrieving the required 
information from each one of the sources that participate in the integration process. Mediators are the 
elements in charge of manipulating the source data to convert them into target data.  In several projects of 
data integration (e.g., [4], [5] and [6]), mediators are considered the main elements of the integration 
process. 
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Figure 1.1  Generic architecture of a data integration system. 

DI is complex due mainly to the semantic and structural heterogeneity of the participating data. 
Structural differences come from the implementation details, including differences in the hardware 
platforms, database models and programming languages.  Semantic heterogeneity occurs, for instance, 
when different names are employed to represent the same information or when the same names represent 
different pieces of information.  

Figure 1.2 shows an example of data integration where the target attribute Sales is integrated from 
three attributes originated at different sources: nameProd from Source1, descripP from Source2 and Sales 
from Source3.  All three sources attributes have different formats (structural heterogeneity) and should be 
converted into the format of the target attribute.  On the other hand, reference attributes, used to equal both 

registers source and target    (indicated as 1α , 2α , 3α  and ς  in Figure 1.2) have different names but make 

reference to the same information (semantic heterogeneity). Conflicts arising from the heterogeneity 
between the source and target data should be solved as part of the data integration process.  
  

Because data warehouses have been increasing, semi-automatic tools for effective exploitation of 
multiple data sources to fill up the data warehouses, has become increasingly relevant  ([7], [8], [9], [10], 
[11]). 

This paper presents the MONIL1 language as an alternative to solve DI problems. The first antecedent 
of the MONIL language appears in [12], where integration problems are solved on the conceptual level.  
Later on, integration has been sought through the application of genetic programming, as it is shown in 
[13], but from [14], this language acquires most of its current features, as it appears on  [15] and [16]. The 
structure of this paper is the following:  Section 2 presents proposals existing in the literature about the data 
integration problem.  Section 3 contains the features and formalisms of the MONIL language. Sections 4 
and 5 describe the work environment developed for MONIL and the proposed integration process. Section 
6 presents examples of integration problems and MONIL programs that solve them. Section 7 presents 
main conclusions of the work and the future work.  
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Figure 1. 2.  An example of DI problems. 

2. Related Work 

The DI problem is not new. It has been studied by different communities of researchers, especially by 
the database communities ([17], [18], [19], [20]) and artificial intelligence ([21], [22], [23], [24], [25]).  

The computer science community has proposed solutions to the data integration problems from 
different perspectives. Most of those proposals are relevant and interesting due to their contributions.  Two 
research trends are the most important because they support one of two approaches: a) the semantic or 
declarative and b) the structural or procedural.  The semantic approach (e.g., [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], 
[31], [32], [33], [34]) considers the data integration problem through a common data model built up from 
the conceptual schemes of each one of the participating data sources.  In addition, the semantic trend 
employs a data language for the information exchange between the common data model and the sources 
that participate in the integration process.   

On the other hand, the structural approach (e.g., [35], [36] and [37]) considers only individual, specific 
and pre-established needs of the different data sources, without taking into account the notion of a global 
integration scheme.  For required information a specific consultation must be specified in terms of the 
source data. 

More recently, new approaches appear that present similar concepts to the structural and semantic 
trends, but their efforts are mainly oriented to solve the data integration of big Databases, Data 
Warehouses, Distributed Databases and Web Databases.  

These approaches are: GAV (Global as View) and LAV (Local as View). To carry out the integration, 
GAV and LAV propose the following process.  Each participating data source is manually modeled by the 
users as a set of relationships called the mediator scheme. Users carry out the search of information they 
need in terms of the mediator scheme and its attributes and not in terms of the data sources.  The 
relationships of the mediator scheme are virtual, which means that they are not stored anywhere.  To 
complement the information of the mediator scheme, GAV and LAV add descriptions of the participating 
sources to permit the access to each one of them, although each trend makes this description in a different 
way. 

GAV defines the relations of the mediator scheme in terms of sources and, in a similar way to the 
structural trend; the consultations to obtain required information from each data source are specified in 
terms of the source and not of the mediator scheme.  Among the most relevant work of the GAV trend, 
there are: [38], [4], [24], [39], [40]. 

On the other size, the LAV proposal establishes that source descriptions should be defined starting 
from the unified global representation of the mediator scheme. Some of the proposals of the LAV trend are: 
[41], [42], [22], [23], [43], [8]. 



The mediator scheme used by GAV and LAV is built in virtual view.  The traditional ones (e.g., [44], 
[45], [46], [47], [48], [49]), propose to build the mediator scheme in integrated virtual views. Consultations 
carried out within the mediator scheme are formulated again to work in a specific way with each one of the 
sources they are composed of.  More recently, the use of materialized views (e.g., [50], [51], [5], [52], [53], 
[54]) to build up a mediator scheme has called more attention, especially due to situations where 
materialization is preferable to the use of virtual views: e.g., when the connectivity of the networks is 
unpredictable, when the consultation response time is critical or when it is cheaper to build up materialized 
views and keep them than to calculate the consultation every time it is necessary.  

3.  MONIL Language Proposal 

MONIL has been exclusively designed to solve data integration problems. This paper shows instances 
of integration where data sources and targets are structured, however, MONIL is not restricted to solve DI 
problems exclusive of structured data. MONIL is an expressive programming language, built on context 
free grammars and based on the use of metadata, a set of conversion functions, an integration model and an 
automatic scheme of integration suggestions.  To achieve functionality, MONIL is immersed in a work 
environment formed by a set of automatic and semi-automatic tools that assist the user in the design, 
development, storage and execution of integration programs solving the data integration problems.  The 
elements of the environment are related among them through an integration process proposed by MONIL. 

The proposed integration process points out three basic stages: 

1. Definition of the corresponding integration scheme. 

2. Generation of integration programs in MONIL 

3. Program execution. 

Solving the problem of DI by stages maintains flexibility, and allows the DI process to interfere as 
least as possible with the day-to-day operation of the participating information systems. 

MONIL includes the main GAV advantages: 

• Incorporates or eliminates dynamically DI process elements.  

• Excludes descriptions of elements that do not participate in a direct way in the integration. 

MONIL incorporates from LAV the concept of a corporate model through the so called integration 
meta-model.  MONIL may be considered among the structural and semantic data integration problems 
solution tools, since it solves cases in both types of conflicts. 

In addition to its advantages, MONIL introduces some new concepts to solve DI problems: 

• The integration units are used to describe the elements participating in the process. 

• The pivots to relate the source and target elements being integrated and to keep up the integrity of 
the data during integration. 

• The conversion functions to solve conflicts issuing from the structural and semantic 
heterogeneity among the data. 

• The use of metadata as the information supply sources for the operation of the three phases of the 
MONIL integration process. 

• The automatic scheme of the integration correspondence to reduce the user effort, based on the 
semantic proximity concepts [55]. 

To make easier the MONIL language operation, a special semi-automatic work environment has been 
designed to develop, store and execute integration programs in the MONIL language.  



The integration process is supported by the work environment defined by MONIL to systematize DI 
problems solution.  However, and in spite of its features, not all tools in the MONIL work environment 
carry their tasks in a fully automatic way.  User’s participation is especially required during the problem 
definition, an action that is performed at the first stage of the integration process. 

3.1. MONIL language concepts 

As a fundamental part of its conceptual definition, MONIL includes four elements: 

• Integration units 

• Pivots 

• Integration conditions 

• Conversion functions 

3.1.1. Integration units 

Integration units represent all the source and target elements that participate in the integration process.  
To manipulate them, the integration units are represented by a set of symbols that form part of the formal 
language specification. 

MONIL distinguishes two categories: HLIU and SIU.  

The HLIU (high-level integration units) represented in the DI process the elements at a higher 
hierarchy or abstraction level, for example, databases, tables, files and classes. The SIU (specific 
integration units) are indivisible elements that participate in the DI process, for example, attributes and 
objects.  

MONIL permits the use of several abstraction levels in the high level units.  The abstraction level is 
represented by a super index associated with each unit, for instance, for the case of the entity-relation 
model [53], a database that participates in the integration process will have abstraction level zero and each 
one of the tables forming it will have level one. 

MONIL uses two kinds of high abstraction level integration units:  HLSIU and HLTIU. 

The HLSIU (high level source integration units) are the integration data suppliers. The HLSIU are 

represented by the symbol ω
iS , where i  represents the i-th source participating in the integration, and ω , 

represents the source abstraction level. Lower ω  values represent higher abstraction levels. Thus, for 

example, 0
0S  represents an entire database and 1

0S   represents only a database table.  

The HLTIU (high level target integration units) denoted by ωT , are the receiving integrated data units, 

where ω represents (as for the sources), the abstraction level of the HLTIU. Again, 0T  will be the 

receiving database and  1T  a table of the database. 

Moreover, there is another classification for integration units. The specific integration units or SIU, 
which are the attributes directly involved in the integration process, and they are also classified in source 
and target. 

The Source Specific integration Units (SSIU) or σ  are the source elements participating in the DI 
process 

The Target Specific Integration Units (TSIU) τ  are the target elements received by the integrated 
data.  

By definition, the SIU must belong to a HLIU. The relationship between the SSIU and the HLSIU is 
expressed by means of:  



},...,,{ ,2,1, siiiiS σσσω =         

 (1) 

Where ω
iS  is the i-th source that participates in the integration process with an abstraction level given by 

ω , and s  is the total number of ji,σ  that belongs to ω
iS . The value of s  does not necessarily represent 

the total number of attributes of  ω
iS  , i.e.: )( iSOfattributess ≤ . This is a GAV feature of MONIL 

that permits to model only the source participating elements.  

As for the sources units, the relationship between the TSIU and HLTIU is expressed by: 

},...,,,,...,,{ 2121 qp tttT τττω =        

 (2) 

And due to the MONIL target orientation, ωT  represents the target integration unit of ω  level, p  

represents the number of TSIU participating in the integration (there should be at least one), q  is the 

number of target elements (that are only auxiliary elements, not SIU) but which are used in the DI process. 

The qp +  value does not necessarily represent the total of attributes that form each ωT . 

 3.1.2. The pivots 

A pivot is a set of one or more attributes, established by the user, that represents the HLIU that 
participate in the integration process.  An example may be the primary keys or candidate keys of the tables 
of a relational database model.  Pivots may be or may be not SIU. 

For the MONIL definition, the objectives of the pivots are: 

• To establish a relationship among the participating HLIU and the HLTIU. 

• To maintain information integrity during the complete integration process. 

MONIL assumes that the elements designated as pivots are representative and with unique values and 
without missing values.  However, in most cases, if the pivots do not meet these requirements, the 
integration process of MONIL is not interrupted.  This occurs with data integration cases that do not have 
an established structure. 

MONIL establishes a rating for its pivots by the number of SIU that form them as: 

• Simple, with only one SIU  

• Compounded, formed by more than one SIU. 

By their origin, pivots are classified as: 

• Source ( )α  

• Target ( )ξ  

The value of a source pivot iα  represents the source unit ω
iS , and is expressed as: 
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 (3) 



Where A is the number of ji,σ  elements which in concatenating with the operator ⊕  form the source 

pivot iα  

 

The target pivot value ξ  identifies the target unit ωT , and is expressed as: 
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1
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=

=ξ          

 (4) 

Where the items jix ,  are the elements which form the pivot. They may be an integration unit τ  or an 

element not TSIU t , and, finally, Z  will be the number of elements that forms the pivot ξ . 

The relationship between ξ  and α  is a Nto −−1  for any 1≥N , i.e., each target pivot ξ  may be 

associated with one or more source pivots iα . 

3.1.3. Integration conditions 

These are the integration process rules, represented by ϑ , and their goal is to select source data 
susceptible to be used in each integration case. 

The structure of an integration condition is based on the pivots values established by the user for DI.  
For each relation HLIU source-target, it is necessary to define a condition to regulate the specific  
integration process. For example, for an integration case where N data sources are participating, there 
should be N integrating conditions. 

For data without structure, the integration conditions perform an even more important role, the one of 
becoming the guide of the integration process. 

Integration conditions are built establishing either the correspondence between the source-target pivots 
or defining the correspondence between the source-target pivots.  The structure of ϑ , is represented by: 

iαξϑ =:           

 (5) 

Where it is established that the value of the source attribute, represented by iα  participates in the DI 

process if and only if there is any value of the target pivot ξ  equals to the source pivot value iα . 

The ϑ ’s are automatically defined by the MONIL environment at the beginning of the integration 

process, and, by default, they have the format defined by (5).  The automatic generation of ϑ  is performed 
on the integration correspondence basis between the pivots elements defined by the user 

If data without structure is used, the user will be responsible for the definition of the integration 
conditions using the editing tools offered by the MONIL environment. 

3.1.4. Conversion functions 

Conversion functions (represented by F ) are the MONIL transformation operators. Their purpose is 
to solve structural and/or semantic conflicts between the source and target data.  Conversion functions may 
be selected by the user once the integration relations are established. Some of these functions are suggested 
automatically by the MONIL environment, however, the user may eliminate or add functions deemed 



necessary to solve the particular integration problem.  The scope of the conversion functions is wide, some 
of them are even capable of modifying and creating physical structures of HLTIU. 

MONIL offers a taxonomy from which the user may build more complex functions permitting to solve 
different integration cases, due to the recursive nature of most functions. 

 

 

According to its scope, this taxonomy classifies its functions in three groups: 

1. Converting functions ( )Fx  work exclusively with source elements. 

2. Basic functions ( )Fec  work with source and target elements. 

3. Construction or structural functions ( )Fs  alter or create HLTIU structures. 

A converting function Fx  description is as follows: 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( )( ){ }jifpppFxFx ,21 ..., σ=  for στ ≠       

 (6) 

Where Fx  is any converting function that uses numberf −  of parameters p  to solve an existing 

conflict between ji ,σ  and τ . For those cases when the mapping of the target source does not require any 

transformation τσ =ji ,  , (6) is reduced to: 

jiFx ,σ=           

 (7) 

The definition of the parameter p  is recursive in most cases, i.e., the parameters of a function may be 

defined by another function and this, in turn, can have as a parameter a function, and so on: 

⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
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=
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p f          

 (8) 

This feature offers built-in possibilities to obtain very complex functions to solve particular (rare) 
integration problems. 

The Fx  group is the most numerous, it is evaluated from left to right and its functions are classified 
considering the type of data on which they operate.  The classification is: i) Functions for text or chains, ii) 
Functions for numbers, iii) Functions for dates and time, and iv) Functions for equivalence. 

The second MONIL group of functions is the group of basic functions or Fec . These functions are 
two: 

• The ε  function: extracts data from sources. 

• The ι  function: loads the integrated information to the targets.  

Fec  syntax does not use parameters, thus, the minimum expression for the function ε  is: 
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Where it is shown, that the body of the function is formed by the concatenation of K Fx  functions. 

ι  Function is expressed as: 

⎭
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 (10) 

Where τ  is the receiver of integrated data and the operator ⊕  represents the concatenation operation of 
N  instances of ε . For eachτ , N   (at least one) supplying sources (SSIU) may participate. 

The third group of conversion functions is the construction or structure functions ( Fs ).  These 

functions permit to modify the structure and even to create new HLTIU structures.  Fs  do not use 

parameters. The Fs  solve complex integration cases where exist conflicts of schematic discrepancy. There 

are four Fs : NewEntity (ψ ) and NewAttribute ( )ζ  called primary functions used to modify the structure 

of HLTIU; and NewData ( )γ  and NewName ( )δ  called secondary structures used to select the source data 

to populate the new structures created. 

Currently, MONIL definition relies on 32 basic conversion functions, however, and due to the 
flexibility and expressive power of MONIL, a number of function combinations can be created to solve 
different data integration problems. 

In section 6, examples of conversion functions are shown as part of program codes in MONIL 
language. 

3.2. MONIL compared with other tools 

Figure 3.1 shows comparison parameters between MONIL language and other existing proposals in the 
literature.  The compared aspects are: 

1. Research trend between the proposals GAV and LAV analyzed in section 2. 

2. The possibility to suggest some of the integration correspondences among the participating elements. 

3. Consideration of the full integration process, or whether to solve only the data integration in a partial 
way. 

4. The proposal as a language of commands without associated tools or, if it is a formal programming 
language, with the entire environment to edit, compile and store programs.  

5. Implementation of the proposal.  

6. Specific (S) or general area (G) of the tool with respect to integration problems. 

As it can be appreciated, MONIL features cover the standards of all aspects pointed out in the 
comparison, showing a better coverage in the integration suggestions, implementation, full integration 
process and general applications. 

Param TSIMMIS MOMIS DWH NPDI COM MONIL 

1 GAV LAV LAV LAV+ GAV GAV+ 



GAV LAV 

2 NO NO NO NO NO YES 

3 PARTIAL PARTIAL PARTIAL PARTIAL 
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4 C C C C - L 

5 YES YES NO NO YES YES 

6 G S 
S 
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S 
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G 

Figure 3.1 MONIL vs. other data integration proposals. 

3.3. Formal definition of MONIL language 

MONIL language is represented as a context free grammar[56]: 

( )IPFV ,,,GM =          ( 11) 

Where: 

{ },...,,,,,,,,,,, IDFFFxTidSCEvV SEC αϑ=
{ },...,,:,,;,},{, tiesSourceEntiPivotSPivotTF ==  

}_112{ sproductionP =  

MONILPI =  

A subset of productions and 58 terminal symbols describing MONIL language are shown in the 
production list BNF[56], some of these are presented in the next list: 

{ }>><<>=<< CEvPMONIL :: >=<>< idv ::  

><><>=<>< STE ;;:: ξ  

>><<=>< idUtTARGETT ::  

><=>< dPIVOTPivotT :::ξ  

>><<>><=<>< '::: dPIVtDATidUenPivdPIV ><=>< dPIVOTdPIVOT |,::' θ
[ ] ';::: SKEYidUSES >><<><><=>< ϑα ><=>< SS |,::' θ

><=>< dPivotePivotS :::α ><=>< ϑϑ datoConditions :::
>><>=<=<>< ':: ϑϑ datoidUidUdato >><<=>< ϑθϑ datoanddato |::'

{ }>><><<=>< ρστattributeettC :arg:: ...  

From { }>><<>=<< CEvPMONIL ::  it is clear that the structure of a MONIL program has three 

main elements: 

vECPMONIL =          

 (12) 



Where v  is a unique valid identifier that represents the program, E  the heading, and C  the body.2 

The heading of a program is given by: 

[ ]iii
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 (13) 

Where T  is the HLTIU that will receive the integrated data by means of the target pivot ξ , iS  is the i-th 

of the N  participating HLSIU, iα  is the pivot representing the source iS , and iϑ  is the i-th integration 

condition that controls the information between T  and iS , ⊕  is the concatenation operator. 

The body of a MONIL program combines the declarative information of source and target SIU with 
the procedural information of the so-called integration procedures.   

The body of a program describes the process that will be carried out to enable the data from iS  to be 

integrated in T . This body can be represented by: 
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 (14) 

Where τ  is the TSIU objective, NxM  is the total of participating SSIU (there are M  events of ji ,σ  for 

each iS ), and ρ  is the integration procedure. 

An integration procedure is a set of conversion functions that will be applied to ji ,σ , to be converted 

into τ . 

MONIL distinguishes two types of integration procedures: 

• Converting procedures cρ  

• Generating procedures gρ  

The cρ  are those that do not cause modification to the target structure, they simply transform the 

values of the source values before leaving them at their target.  They are based on Fec  functions. 

The generating procedures gρ  are based on structural functions and their actions cause 

transformations in the HLTIU.  Specially, these procedures are applied when the integration case under 
solution involves different levels of abstraction between sources and targets. 

Finally, substituting (13) and (14) in (12), we get the full expression of the MONIL program: 
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 (15) 

An example of a MONIL program is shown in Figure 3.2.  

4.  MONIL Framework 

                                                 
2 To reduce the complexity of the expressions, language reserved words are omitted. 
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MONIL framework was designed with the purpose of assisting the user in the generation, storage and 
execution of the integration programs to solve DI problems. The environment is formed by software 
components that support and implement the integration process consisting of the three phases, proposed by 
MONIL. 

MONIL architecture is shown in Figure 4.1. The elements formed by the MONIL framework 
communicate with the user through the interfaces of the elements EC and AgI. The elements communicate 
between them through different activities defined as part of the MONIL integration process.  Each one of 
these elements is described in more detail in subsequent paragraphs. 

4.1. Integration Metamodel (IM) 

The integration metamodel is the general repository of information of the MONIL environment and its 
main function is to store all the data generated and required over the three stages of DI process.  The 
existence of the IM concentrates the global view of the integration process and places MONIL language 
and its integration process within the LAV paradigm of data integration.  The IM is considered as an 
element of liaison and service of the integration process because it facilitates communication among the 
work environment modules.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 A MONIL program structure 

In the metamodel data reading and writing operations are performed, depending on the process 
integration time and of the component of the environment that uses it.  Maintenance processes of IM are 
performed by an independent software module (administrator), available to act at any time.   



Figure 4.1.   The MONIL framework architecture. 

 

IM is built on a relational data model since it is required to be solid, scaling and easy to operate.  
Specifically, it was built using ORACLE [57], [58] as the database administrator system. 

The conceptual architecture of the metamodel appears in Figure 6 showing the most important entities 
of the model. 

ICOS. It stores all the integration correspondence schemes generated either automatically or semi-
automatically during the stage 1 of the DI process. 

MP.  It stores all the programs generated either automatically or manually during the integration 
process. 

CF.  It stores the name, code and description of all the conversion functions defined as part of MONIL 
language. 

τσ ,,,,, 11 ++ N
N

N
N TTSS  are the tables that store the HLIU and SIU. 

4.2. Algorithm for suggestions of the integration correspondences (ASCI) 
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ASCI is an algorithm that analyzes data, and searches for pairs source-target susceptible of being 
integrated based on structural and/or semantic similarities. ASCI is a tool of MONIL environment of 
optional use that automatically generates integration correspondences. (See Figure 4.2). 
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ing privileges with respect to HLIU source and target to obtain metadata and/or samples of data to allow it 
to perform its work.  Its use is limited to integration cases that handle data with structure and metadata.   
ASCI automatic actions use concepts of semantic proximity and produce as a result an initial scheme of 
integration correspondence which may be discarded, used as such or complemented by the user.  ASCI 
looks for correspondences 11 −− to  among all the source-target SIU participating in the integration 
process, analyzing their semantic meanings.  

The search for correspondence is carried out using the following algorithm: 

While SIU target   

While SIU source 

),(||),(( ,, jiji isSynonymisSubIf στστ  ),( , jierespondencsuggestCor στ  

The algorithm works on the basis of two methods: isSub and isSynomyn. 

The isSub method analyzes the pairs of names of the SSIU and the STIU, and it searches if the name of 
one unit is a substring of the name of the other unit, then its effectiveness depends on the original designs 
and on the obtained metadata of the HLSIU.  

The isSynonym method uses the entity Synonym of the IM to compare the source and target names 
of the correspondence scheme, with pairs stored in Synonym. If any pair source-target appears on the 
registers of Synonym, the correspondence is suggested.  Synonym stores pairs of data names with some 
degree of semantic proximity.  If the user wishes it, using the IM administrator, he/she can initialize the 
Synonym with those values he/she considers representative of the cases of integration he/she intends to 
solve.  However, it is not necessary since ASCI will automatically increase the contents of the Synonym 
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with each correspondence selected during the first stage of the DI process that is still not included in the 
Synonym selection.  This action increases the number of available synonyms and, therefore, the 
performance of ASCI 

4.3. Editor-Compiler (EC) 

EC is a software module that provides the user with tools to design (an Editor) and validate (a 
Compiler) new integration programs.   

Editor includes a text window where the user may enter the programs.  When a new program 
construction starts, the Editor includes in the text window displayed for the user the minimum structure of 
an integration program, as reference. 

Operationally, the Editor offers 4 options: 

1. To create a new program. 

2. To edit existing program. 

3. To compile a new or modified program. 

4. To save a new or modified program. 

It is possible to create a new program or to edit and existing program.  The compilation phase reviews 
the codes of the new or modified program to verify whether it complies with all the syntactic and semantic 
rules of the MONIL language. The option to save a program will be activated only after the compilation 
option is used and when it is successful in order to guarantee that the new or modified programs are valid. 

4.4. Generator of correspondence schemes (GenCor) 

It is a component of the software that provides functionality to the generation of integration 
correspondence schemes.  Functions offered by GenPro are:  

• Parameters definition.  It permits to select the HLIU that participate in the DI problem 
(databases, tables, etc.). 

• Automatic generation of correspondence suggestions.  It calls for the execution of ASCI 
to look for and suggest integration correspondences. 

• Manual definition of integration correspondence. It permits the user to select integration 
correspondences. 

• Validation of the initial scheme of correspondence.   It permits the user to validate the 
conversion functions necessary to solve conflicts between the source and target data, i.e., when 

στ ≠ . 

• Storage of the final scheme of correspondence, once it is validated.  

4.5. Generator of Integration Programs (GenPro) 

It is a software component that automatically generates IP in MONIL language, using stored 
correspondence schemes.  The automatic action of GenPro offers two possibilities: 

• To generate only one IP based on a specific correspondence scheme. 

• To generate all the IP using all the correspondence schemes stored in the integration metamodel.  

Construction of an IP is a progressive process of symbols concatenation ruled by the MONIL syntax.  
The IP contains reserved words and specific data of the integration case, defined in the scheme of the base 
correspondence.  This construction option produces IP syntactically correct.  However, since the data to 



build an IP derive from the correspondence schemes defined by the user, any error in their specifications 
will be incorporated to the generated IP. 

In addition to the automatic option, and if the user decides to design a program manually, GenPro 
transfers the control over to the Editor-Compiler to edit, compile and store the user´s program. 

4.6. Integrating Agent (AgI) 

The AgI is a semi-automatic module that executes IP stored in IM.  AgI actions require a connection 
with the source and target HLIU of the data.  It uses reading privileges to retrieve data from the HLIU, 
writing privileges to load integrated data to the target HLIU.  Its action starts when the user selects a 
MONIL program. The program can add integrated data ( FAppend _ ) to the existing data at the target, if 

in the program code appear the procedure cρ , and, on the contrary, it can replace the target data with the 

new data ( Fplace _Re ) if in the code there are gρ  procedure. 

AgI action by default is cρ . The execution of an IP is shown by the following algorithm: 

connect(HLSIU(read-only); HLID (write)) 

extractData(HLSIU) //gets data from sources 

If Fx   

convertData(SSIU TSIU) // transforms them 

If Fs  

 createStructures(HLID) //builds structures 

If Fx  

 convertData(SSIU TSIU) 

 loadData(HLID) //converts and load data 

The execution of IP is the last stage of the DI process. It is considered that a program has been 
executed successfully when the source data have been placed at their respective targets.  

The flexibility of the MONIL environment permits at the end of the execution of an IP another one can 
be executed immediately, even the same one. 

5. MONIL integration process 

Proposed DI process:  

1. Generation of integration correspondence scheme. 

2. Integration programs generation. 

3. Execution of integration programs. 

Functionally, the MONIL framework provides a software component for each one of the three stages 
detailed in section 4. 

5.1. Stage 1: Generation of the integration correspondence schemes. 

It is the first stage of the DI process and its purpose is to build a scheme of integration correspondence 
to describe the DI problem we wish to solve.  During this first stage, user’s participation is required, being 
desirable for the user to be familiarized with the integration problem characteristics.  



The integration correspondence scheme sets up the bases of the DI process in describing in detail the 
elements that participate in the integration and all the actions that must be carried out as the part of the 
process.   

A scheme of integration correspondence (represented by kΓ ) is the not empty set of tuples of attributes 

source-target called integration correspondences and represented by ic . 

A ic  establishes the existence of an integration relation between a source and a target units. A scheme 

of correspondences is represented by: 

{ }Nk ccc ,..., 21=Γ    (16) 

Where the k-th DI problem is described, stating that it is formed by N  correspondences of integration ic . 

A graphical example describing the correspondence scheme concept between three data sources 
Source1, Source2 and Source3, and a target Target is shown in Figure 5.1.  The correspondence scheme in 
Figure 5.1 describes the integration between: Matricula of Target and Matricula of Source1, Id of Source2, 
and Numero of Source3.  The SIUD Nombre is integrated from the concatenation of Nombres, ApellidoP 
and ApellidoM from Source1, Nombre from Source2, and DatosP from Source3. The TSIU Carrera is 
formed by: Carrera, Especilidad and Carrera of Source1, Source2 and Source3 respectively.  The last 
correspondence shown by the example is, for TSIU, edad which is integrated from Edad of Source1; 
Source2 and Source3  

Due to the GAV feature of MONIL, there are attributes of some of the sources that do not participate 
in the integration. 

The construction of a kΓ  has 3 steps: 

1. The construction of an initial scheme of correspondence. 

2. Validation of the initial scheme to transform it into the final correspondence scheme. 

3. The storage in the integration metamodel of the final correspondence scheme. 

An initial kΓ  is formed by N  correspondences ic  as follows: 

iiI STc στ ..: =    (17) 

where the sub index I  is the correspondence number, T  describes the TSIU in terms of its HLIU, the 

symbol =  represents the integration relationship between the target τ  and the source, ji,σ  represents the 

whole of j  source units participating on behalf of ω
iS  and the abstraction Nto −−1  establishes the 

correspondence between N  sources and one target. 

The component offered by MONIL for this DI process is the GenCor tool. 

When an initial correspondence scheme kΓ  has been generated, the validation process begins.  The 

validation process is semi-automatic and consists of defining and/or accepting those transformations (using 
MONIL conversion functions) that applied to the source SIU can solving the conflicts existing between the 
source and target data. 

This step is considered very important because any mistake produce at this stage will have 

consequences on the entire integration process.  Once the validation process is concluded, a new kΓ  is 

considered complete and valid, and it is stored in the table Correspon of the IM, ready to be used for the 
generation of integration programs. 
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Figure 5.1.  A correspondence scheme between three sources and one target.  

5.2. Stage 2: Generation of the Integration Programs. 

The purpose of this stage is to generate valid integration programs and the functionality is given by the 
modules of the GenPro and EC environments.  

GenPro uses a valid correspondence scheme kΓ  stored in IM, to produce an integration program to 

model and solve the problem set forth by the correspondence scheme.  To use GenCor, it is indispensable 
that correspondence schemes exist in the integration metamodel performing as the input to the automatic 
generation of programs.  

However, MONIL environment is flexible and permits the users to build their own IP manually using 
the ED, as it has been already described in the previous section.  The actions of IP generation are executed 
out of the line, that is, no connection is required at any time to any of the integration units.  This is because 

all the information used to generate them is obtained from kΓ  stored in the metamodel, or it is typed by the 

user at the time of designing them. 

5.3. Stage 3: Execution of the Integration Programs 

This is the third and last stage of the DI process by MONIL and its purpose is to execute the stored 
MONIL programs to retrieve and integrate source data and deposit them as target data.  The executed 
programs are selected by the user from all the stored programs.  The execution process is automatic, that is, 
once it has been initiated, if successful, it does not require user’s participation until it concludes.  The 
execution is carried out by AgI.  

Unlike the stages 1 and 2, the execution of an IP does require a permanent connection with the source 
and target HLIU: the sources require reading access and the target reading-writing access.  The execution 
process of a stored program may be repeated the number of times the user wants.  According to what has 
been said, the ways to execute a program are: Append_F and Replace_F.  

The execution Append_F of a program adds the integrated information from the sources to the 
information existing at the target.  Target information is not lost.  This kind of execution is expressed as: 

ρττ += inicialfinal          

 (18) 



where inicialτ  is the value stored in the TSIU before the execution of the IP, ρ  represents the integration 

process of the participating source SIU and the sign + represents an operation of aggregation between the 
existing target data and the new integrated data.  

By default, the operator + transforms itself in concatenation when the participating data are of the 
chain type and stays as + for the numerical data.  The parameters for the numerical data, however, can be 
modified at the beginning of the execution in average, product and mean. 

On the contrary, the execution Replace_F of an integration program acts replacing all the existing 
information at the target by the source integrated information.  This kind of execution is represented by: 

ρτ =final           

 (19) 

Where ρ represents the source integrated information which will be deposited at the target.  When a target 

TSIU is empty, Append_F and Replace_F actions produce the same result.  

6.  Test Cases 

The purpose of this section is to check out the expressivity and scope of MONIL language by means of 
solving DI cases.  The trial cases are presented by means of the classification of the type of structural and 
semantic conflict existing in the set using the concepts of semantic proximity [55].  The problem is 
complemented with the solution equation offered by MONIL to solve the conflict, and for the cases 1 and 
5, MONIL program is included too. 

Case 1.  Data Scale Conflict (domain incompatibility) 

Problem. To integrate at the target SIU CAL=τ , the information originated at the source SIU 

CALIFICA=1,1σ .  There is a data scale conflict among the SIU semantically equivalent.  The source 

SIU is expressed in hundreds and the target SIU should be expressed in tens (Figure 6.1). 

Solution.  Solution of the data scale conflicts is carried out by means of MONIL conversion functions 
that work with the information stored in pre-established tables.  The minimum expression of the solution is: 

[ ] [ ]( )( )1,1,0,10 σετ DivEqui=        

 (20) 

Where ε , is the basic function of data retrieval, Equi is the equivalence function (converting function) that 

solves the data scale conflict; and finally, 1,1σ  is the source SIU providing those data.  The execution of 

the MONIL program produces an effect where the source values are converted into required units by means 
of: 

 ( ) ( )
0.10

1,1στ valueOf
valueOf =     

The MONIL program that solves this data integration case is shown on the Figure 6.1. 

Case 2.  Data Accuracy Conflict (domain incompatibility) 

Problem.  To integrate the attribute Cal (students’ grades) from the source CALIFICA (which uses 
numbers registers) to the target DESTINO (that uses words or letters to represent the students’ grades), it is 
necessary to replace the numerical values by distinctive words.  The grades values from CALIFICA should 
be rated into 5 groups, and each group will be represented by a different pre-established value. 

Solution.  Data accuracy conflicts between the source and target is solving by the next expression: 



[ ][ ]( )( )1,1σετ YXChange=        

 (21) 

Where X  represents the possible source values: SIU 1,1σ , and Y  are the values we wish to get for the 

target TIU. 

 

Figure  6.1.  MONIL program solving a scale conflict between source and target SIUs. 

 

Case 3.  Aggregation Conflict (abstraction levels incompatibility) 

Problem.  It is necessary to integrate the grades of the students to calculate the averages obtained in all 
their subjects they have studied during an academic period.  

Solution.  The conflict appears when an operation of aggregation to the source SIU is necessary in 
order to represent a target TIU.  In this case, there is a one way relation.  The other way relation cannot be 
obtained.  The participating SIU maintain a semantic relationship.  A simple expression to show MONIL 
solution to this conflict is: 

[ ]( )( )1,12 σετ Average=         

 (22) 



Where ε  is the basic function of data extraction, Average  is the converting function that will transform 

N  source data (in this case 2, indicated by the parameter [2]), into one target datum τ through the 
operation of the average.  

Case 4. Schematic Discrepancy Problem (abstraction level = Attributes) 

Problem.  To integrate the data from HLSIU PARTESS =1
1  to add new columns to HLTIU 

VENTAST =1 . 

Solution.  This problem presents a schematic discrepancy conflict because the SSIU correspond to the 
target metadata.  MONIL solves this level of schematic discrepancy by means of its construction functions 
that act adding new attributes to the HLTIU structure with the data provided by SSIU.  It is difficult to 
solve this kind of conflicts because the semantic similarities among the data are established among the 
elements at different abstraction levels.  The minimum expression of MONIL solution of this case is given 
by: 

( ) ( )( )2,11,1 , σδσγιτ =         

 (23) 

Where it creates new columns in the HLTIU using the function NewName=γ  that will transform the 

1,1σ  values into new columns of the HLTIU, and the function NewData=δ , will populate new 

columns with the values obtained from the 2,1σ source. 

Case 5.  Schematic Discrepancy Problem (abstraction level = Entities) 

Problem.  The integration should build new entities to store the grades of the students by subject.  Each 
new entity will only store grades of the students per each subject.  

Solution.  MONIL solves this case by means of its construction functions which, unlike the above case, 
it works on a higher abstraction level and solve a schematic discrepancy conflict on entity level.  The 
minimum expression of the solution of such a problem is:  

( ) ( )( )2,11,1 , σδσγτ v=         

 (24) 

Where a structure function is the one that builds new HLTIU structures using the function 

NewName=γ  which will transform the 1,1σ  values into new HLTIU, and the function 

NewData=δ  will populate the columns of the new HLTIU created with the values obtained from the 

2,1σ  source. See Figure 6.2. 

 



Figure 6.2.  Solution of the schematic discrepancy problem on entity level. 

 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

This article presents a proposal to solve the data integration problems by means of the MONIL 
language.  The main contributions of MONIL are: 

• Definition of a formal programming language devoted to solve data integration problems. 

• Introduction of concepts of integration units, pivots, conversion functions and integration 
conditions.  

• Use of metadata to build integration metamodel as a fundamental part of the integration process. 

• Automatic generation of a correspondence suggestion scheme to assist the user in the definition of the 
integration metamodel. 

• Work environment with integrated semi-automatic tools that support the design, storage and execution 
of the integration programs. 

• Integration process that allows to carry out integration operations in a simple and ordered way and, in 
many operations, without interfering with the day-to-day operations of the information systems that 
provide or receive data in the integration process. 

Notwithstanding, and due to the complexity of the problem the data integration presents, there is much 
future work to perform in this area, especially in the search to automate the process integration activities 



that, for the time being, are still semi-automatic, among them the definition of all the integration 
correspondence schemes. 
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